Is safe surgery possible when resources are scarce?
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ABSTRACT
The greatest burden of surgical disease exists in low- and middle-income countries, where the quality and safety of surgical treatment cause major challenges. Securing necessary and appropriate medical supplies and infrastructure remains a significant and under-recognised limitation to providing safe and high-quality surgical care in these settings. The majority of surgical instruments are sold in high-income countries. Limited market pressures lead to superfluous designs and inflated costs for these devices. This context creates an opportunity for frugal innovation—the search for designs that will enable low-cost care without compromising quality. Although progressive examples of frugal surgical innovations exist, policy innovation is required to augment design pathways while fostering appropriate safety controls for prospective devices. Many low-cost, high-quality medical technologies will increase access to safe surgical care in low-income countries and have widespread applicability as all countries look to reduce the cost of providing care, without compromising quality.

Although the greatest burden of surgical disease exists in low-income and middle-income countries,¹ surgical capacity in those countries remains very limited.² ³ Populations in these regions are predominantly rural,⁴ and the few dollars required for a bus ride to the hospital are often an insurmountable barrier to care.⁵ Those patients that successfully navigate through the barriers to access surgery in low-income countries are frequently greeted with lengthy queues, overcrowding and poor facilities as well as shortage of trained personnel.⁶

Tremendous international efforts are now being made to improve access to surgery through workforce initiatives.⁷ ⁸ The expansion of surgical and perioperative training programmes in low-income and middle-income countries has resulted in a welcome increase in the number of skilled personnel in these regions.⁹ ¹⁰ A more neglected problem to providing safe surgery in these settings, however, remains the challenges associated with securing the necessary and appropriate medical supplies and infrastructure.⁶ And, as this article shows, innovation to solve these challenges is likely to require not just technical ingenuity but policy creativity too.

Many hospitals in low-income countries lack basic equipment that works reliably. For example, a properly functioning autoclave sterilizer is a critical baseline component to providing safe surgical care in any setting. But without routine maintenance and testing, autoclaves often break down or malfunction. The associated risks of surgical infection may then call into question the value of the intervention, underlining the broader point that improving access without ensuring safety and quality may be misguided.

The often-unreliable performance of surgical equipment in low-resource settings should be predictable. Most equipment was simply not designed for these settings, but instead for hospitals with reliable electricity, constant water pressure, large boiler infrastructure and pneumatic systems. Surgical equipment is sold with profit margins that account for technical support and service contracts, meaning that it is effectively not available for hospitals in low-income countries.¹¹ These hospitals therefore acquire much of their equipment through donations, often when it is years past its prime and lacks all necessary components, and almost always without a service contract. The impact of using surgical equipment without routine maintenance and the supportive infrastructure it was designed for is unknown, given the paucity of data on long-term surgical outcomes in low-income countries.¹²

Yet the problem cannot necessarily be solved simply by calling for more money
to be spent on surgical infrastructure in low-income countries, since that is not a viable option at present. Further, it is not necessary that low-income countries adopt exactly the same equipment and supply arrangements as those used in high-income countries. Surgical instruments are all too often superfluous in their design and unnecessarily expensive, reflecting the more general truth that, globally, healthcare costs too much. This challenge inspires frugal innovation—the search for designs that will enable low-cost care without compromising quality.

One example of this kind of frugal innovation is a surgical device, designed by colleagues at the University of British Columbia (UBC), which exemplifies the possibilities for developing high-quality, low-cost surgical devices for the world’s poorest patients. The device seeks to address the problem of under-supply of surgical drills in low-income countries. In high-income countries, the surgical drills used for the fixation of orthopaedic fractures cost as much as a new car. They are unaffordable for low-resource hospitals, who instead often revert to an egg-beater-like manual hand drill for treating fractures. Even when the bearings on these manual hand drills are well maintained, they are tedious to operate and difficult to control, compromising the quality of care and safety of the patient and surgeon.

The UBC engineering team discovered that certain models of hardware drills (available from standard hardware stores) have the same torque and rotation speed as the surgical drill that is sold at 300 times the price. Designed for the durability demands of a construction site, a hardware drill is an ideal solution for surgical care in low-resource setting. However, hardware drills cannot be sterilized in a steam autoclave. The team of engineers came up with a solution to this obstacle: a two-part sterilizable drill cover (figure 1). The cover envelops the drill in medical-grade cloth funneling into a surgical-grade stainless steel ring. The second part, a stainless steel interface, creates a perfect enclosure and allows adjustment for the various surgical attachments required for the orthopaedic procedures.

The design has been prototyped in several low-resource settings including Uganda, Syria and Papua New Guinea with very positive feedback. Surgeons have commented that the performance of the device is comparable to high-end models and a vast improvement over the manual-powered models. A recently completed study compared the speed and accuracy of the drill cover device with the high-end models and found no significant difference in performance, while both the drill cover and high-end models significantly outperformed manual drills on both metrics. Prior to the development of the drill cover, many surgeons in low-resource settings opted to use unsterile hardware drills (without a cover) to treat fractures, hedging that the risk of infection from an unsterile drill was better than an alternative or no treatment.

Effectiveness is not the end of the story for surgical equipment, however, since these are medical devices being used in high-risk situations: regulatory controls are clearly vital to patient and provider safety. At present—as is the case with the surgical drill cover—there is a tendency to rely on approvals gained from high-income countries, but this is not a sustainable solution for most innovation since it presents a powerful barrier to frugal innovation. The fees can quickly offset any potential profits gained through device sales, thus deterring frugal innovation in its

![Figure 1](image-url) The drill cover system is composed of a hardware drill plus two detachable parts. The fabric cover (1) is constructed of a double-layered medical fabric typically used for surgical drapes and gowns. The stainless-steel interface (2) comprises a shaft, three-tooth adjustable chuck and encased bearings that enable the operator to use various sizes of surgical drill bits.

early stages. Most low-income countries have very small markets for medical devices and therefore have little opportunity to use tax revenues to support the development of their own agencies. Frugal innovation means that, along with technical innovation, policy innovation is likely to be needed too.

To encourage more appropriate and locally developed solutions and decrease donor reliance, novel ways of coordinating activity, sharing risk and pooling information will be needed. International agencies, such as the WHO, will have an important role. This might include, for example, creating collaborative networks for healthcare professionals to provide post-market surveillance on new medical devices. A curated online system to report adverse events attributable to new devices could, for instance, temper demand for the product, protect prospective patients and create a network of information to drive future frugal innovation.

Health practitioners, globally, seek optimal treatments for their patients and, when faced with limited options, will often seek unconventional solutions. Low-cost, high-quality medical technologies have an important role in increasing access to safe surgical care in low-income countries and may have widespread applicability as all countries look to reduce the cost of providing care, without compromising quality. This makes finding regulatory solutions just as imperative as technical ones, and will require global commitment to advance.
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